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SUPRANATIONAL HOTELS
Supranational Hotels maintains a portfolio of hundreds of hotels in key business destinations around the world.
Our in-house team of dedicated sales professionals can furnish you with a wealth of information and insight into
our hotels. We understand the needs of the travel buyer and deploy expert management to accelerate and smooth
the processes of connecting buyers to hotels.

SWEDEN HOTELS
Eva Palmgren, Managing Director of Sweden Hotels, a leading member of
Supranational Hotels, is celebrating her 10th Anniversary with the
company.
“This is such an important milestone for me”, says Eva “I recall the day
when I started at Sweden Hotels to help build the brand. Since then it
has been shaped and formed during the years with my team and today it
is now an established brand with a solid collection of over 60
independent hotels. I would like to thank my team, the hotel owners and
their teams and Supranational Hotels for going through this amazing
journey with me. I also look forward to Sweden Hotels celebrating its
40th anniversary in 2017.”

NEW HOTELS
We welcome these new properties to the Supranational Hotels Portfolio this month. For more information please
visit our website.

LEMONTREE HOTEL DAHEJ
3*
DAHEJ, INDIA
69 ROOMS

SINATUR HOTEL GL.AVERNAES
4*
EBBERUP, DENMARK
73 ROOMS

RUISSALO SPA HOTEL
3*
TURKU, FINLAND
170 ROOMS

SINATUR HOTEL SKARRILDHUS
3*
KIBEK, DENMARK
81 ROOMS

NAANTALI SPA HOTEL
4*
NAANTALI, FINLAND
251 ROOMS

SINATUR HOTEL HARALDSKAER
4*
VEJLE, DENMARK
50 ROOMS

HOTEL SIXTUS
3*
MIDDELFART, DENMARK
27 ROOMS

MEET THE SUPRANATIONAL TEAM
25-28 April 2016: International Corporate Sales Manager Robert Koncz will be attending this
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GRAND PALACE HOTEL
The Grand Palace Hotel Hannover is located in a historical landmark
building from 1895 that was converted in 2010 into a 4 star hotel with
94 rooms and suites. Located in the centre of Hannover near the Opera,
theatre and exclusive shopping venues, bars and restaurants. Our
guests stay in very comfortable elegantly furnished rooms that offer due
to its height and the large windows, a spacious atmosphere.
Valid from now till 31DEC2016
PRO Best day rate 12 % off Rack exclusive of breakfast
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